
 
 

Episode #187: Can You Use an IUL to Bridge the 
Retirement Income Gap?  

 
Video Transcription 
 
Hello, and welcome to another episode of "Money Script Monday." My name is 
Marcus Kiel. Today we're going to be talking about can you use an IUL to bridge the 
retirement income gap? Before we get started I want to talk about the old wisdom 
versus the new wisdom; the old philosophy, retirement philosophy versus the new 
philosophy. The old wisdom is you have this nest egg of two, three, four million for 
retirement in one of your 400 series accounts, 401(k), for instance, and you draw 
down from that maybe 4% to cover your retirement expenses. Nowadays, that 
number is lowered a little bit to just 2.5%, 3%, and the concept of retirement income 
covering your essential needs is prevailing philosophy. Using retirement income 
that's guaranteed/protected to cover some of your essential needs in retirement is 
the new line of thinking. Today I'm going to talk about if you have a gap in 
retirement, your retirement income gap, how we can plug it or potentially plug it 
with an IUL. 
 
First, let's talk about risks in retirement. These are some of the main ones here. Of 
course, there's many more but these are the main ones here. Longevity, people are 
living longer and because of that, after they retire, they have so many years into 
retirement. Used to be 10 years after you retire, now it's 30 to 40 years. You want to 
have a retirement income that covers your essential needs because you're living 
longer. Another risk, inflation. Inflation historically is just under 3% and so the value 
of products today, it's going to be higher in the future. The cost of products today 
will cost more in the future. 
 
Market volatility. This is a big one. When we're pulling from that nest egg what 
happens if you retire in a bear market versus a bull market? As we know, sequence of 
returns can definitely jeopardize your retirement. Being able to pull those funds for a 
longer period of time is in jeopardy depending on when you retire and where the 
market is. Wouldn't it be nice to have an income that's protected from stock market 
volatility? Taxes, we don't know where taxes are going but currently if you make over 
a certain amount your taxes could go up and then also estate planning, taxes can go 
up in the future, in the next several years. Something that shield you from taxes. 
Healthcare. Because people are living longer, that means they're going to have more 
health issues later on in life. Chronic and critical illnesses can definitely jeopardize 
one's retirement income and the spending that they have for retirement. Last but 
not least, spending. My old boss at a big mutual whole life company used to tell me 
that the biggest objection that clients have to overcome is their own spending.  



 
 

Spending for that boat or that big fancy car or two or three extra cars now instead of 
waiting until retirement. How can we negate that risk? These are some of the main 
risks here in retirement. We want to cover those with retirement income and other 
retirement vehicles. Today, of course, the gap in retirement income. 
 
I have a pyramid here that goes over retirement expenses and needs here. We have 
the biggest block, the essential needs, and these are food, transportation, rent 
mortgage on that vacation house, taxes. We want those covered with guaranteed 
income sources. Guaranteed sources such as social security, pensions, which fewer 
and fewer Americans have, and a fixed index annuity. Annuities that you can't 
outlive. That's how we cover your essential, something that's protected against these 
risks and covers your essential needs. The things that you must have in retirement.  
 
Discretionary spending. These are your, when I told you spending is one of the main 
objections, so this is where you cover it. It could be college funding for the kids, it 
could be a down payment on the house, could be wedding for your daughter. That's 
covered with discretionary spending and then your legacy. It’s funds remaining for 
your beneficiaries. We want retirement income to cover this that's 
guaranteed/protected, but then we also have these other steps of the pyramid that 
are to be covered with retirement sources from somewhere. 
 
Let's talk about a potential income gap in retirement. We have our essential 
expenses, that's the bottom step of the pyramid. That's the biggest one. That's what 
you want guaranteed. You don't have to worry about and have peace of mind that 
your basics are covered from a guaranteed/protected source. Your essential 
expenses, $40,000, your guaranteed income, $30,000. That's social security, pensions, 
which fewer people have, and annuity. That difference there of $10,000, that's the 
gap. That's your retirement income gap that needs to be plugged with something 
that's guaranteed/protected so that you can have peace of mind and then use your 
nest egg. Your 400 series to cover some of your discretionary spending.  
 
How do we cover that gap? An IUL can plug that gap and much more. An IUL life 
insurance that's tied to the market, but not in, grows tax-deferred. You can take out 
funds, tax-free supplemental retirement income, and you have a death benefit that's 
tax-free passed on to your beneficiaries. The IUL can cover this gap and other steps 
of the pyramid. We're going to use that IUL to cover that $10,000, but also your 
discretionary spending, paying for that boat or that extra car, you can use 
supplemental retirement income from your IUL to cover that. Your legacy, what 
you're leaving behind beneficiaries, your kids, your grandkids, your alma mater, 
favorite charity. When you pass away, an IUL is passed on tax-free. An IUL can cover 
the gap. It can address discretionary spending and also legacy needs. An IUL can 
cover all those different attributes. 
 



 
 

We've shifted the paradigm from having a nest egg to having retirement income 
cover your essential needs: expenses, food, mortgage, transportation, taxes. These 
are the risks to retirement, there are many, but these are the main risks. An IUL can 
cover the gap needed in retirement, if you have a gap, but it can also cover 
discretionary and legacy funding. One last key here, healthcare. I talked about critical 
and chronic illness, an IUL can be used to cover some of those expenses as well, as 
accelerated portion of your death benefit is accelerated to cover some of those 
illnesses. Can you use an IUL to bridge the retirement income gap? First you need to 
find out if you have a gap. The answer is absolutely, it can be used to cover the gap 
and so much more. Please contact your local financial professional to find out if you 
have a retirement gap and then also if an IUL is right for you. Thank you for 
watching. My name is Marcus Kiel. 
 


